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Project Overview

The aim of this project – Wetland Education and Accessibility: An Interpretive Site for

Young Learners at the Millard Learning Centre – is to provide an on-site educational area that

would enhance the knowledge of the importance of wetlands for young, visiting learners at the

Millard Learning Centre at the Galiano Conservancy Association (GCA) on Galiano Island,

British Columbia. The installation of a raised viewing platform and trail with multi-sensory,

interpretive learning signage around an artificial wetland adjacent to the classroom would cater

to the learning needs of young visitors; additionally, it would benefit the site by providing better

programmed access greeting visitors upon arrival to the classroom area and bringing attention to

the wetland. In addition to proposing an interpretive, educational, and accessible design for the

area, this project will identify the importance of promoting ecological stewardship to young

learners and the value of on-site, outdoor learning of wetlands that play a large part in the

restoration of native species and promotion of cultural values.

Background

The Galiano Conservancy Association’s (GCA’s) mission statement is to “protect,

steward and restore Galiano Island ecosystems by creating a network of natural areas where a

healthy environment, learning and a love of nature flourish” (Galiano Conservancy Association,

n.d.). In this vein, not only does the GCA undertake work restoring its sites’ ecological features,

but it also works to educate the public about its mission. In addition to several public events on

its property throughout the year, many educational programs in/on diverse places and subjects

(e.g., backcountry, marine/coastal, food/harvesting, renewable energy) are offered to a variety of

age groups such as K-12 school groups, as well as postsecondary and adult learners. Its property
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is an ideal place in which direct learning may occur, as sites like the food and forage forests

educate visitors on the importance of native plants and permaculture, while its wetlands provide

invaluable learning opportunities to the public about, perhaps, lesser known but ecologically rich

habitats. In recent years, one such wetland was created, albeit artificially, next to the Millard

Learning Centre’s classroom and near the main entry point to the centre (see Appendix A for site

photos); it is hoped this wetland may become an ecological hub by sustaining native species and

even attracting absent and at-risk ones such as native Northern red-legged frogs (Rana aurora).

Currently, in terms of its younger learners, the Millard Learning Centre at the GCA

welcomes school groups year-round from Grades 4-12, with the highest concentration of school

groups in Middle School years (Francis, 2022). While activities exist in the office and learners

are provided with on-site learning, while visiting, we did not observe any designated

“kid-friendly” or child-stewardship sites on the property in terms of structures or signage (i.e.,

there are no designated children-based learning sites such as a garden or natural play area). Over

several days during our stay at the Millard Learning Centre from June 10-18, in which we were

enrolled in UVic’s ER 412/ES 471 course, we made several walks of the property and observed

signage and information sources for the various sites (e.g., Forage Forest, Food Forest). We

observed that the majority of signage around the property for specialized sites is text-heavy,

non-interactive, aimed at an adult audience, and in some cases, outdated and faded (see

Appendix B to view current signage).

Finally, the artificial wetland area, a potentially rich ecological learning site and one

adjacent to the classroom, currently lacks signage or proper access – not just for young learners,

but for any visiting audience. Thus, given the lack of children’s learning material and wetland

signage/programmed access and its proximity to the classroom, we felt it an ideal educational

site to engage/inform a younger audience (perhaps others will benefit as well). However,
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improved accessibility by the addition of an entrance gate and trail diversion, as well as a

viewing platform to bring attention to the site, is needed to better guide visiting learners.

Goals/Objectives

While our project’s aims may seem relatively simple, potentially less “restorative”, and

perhaps more design-based (i.e., adding a bit of signage and programmed access of the Millard

Learning Centre’s wetland) compared to other projects that could be and are being undertaken at

GCA sites, our project meets many targets in terms of goals and objectives for promoting

ecological education and stewardship of young visitors. In reviewing our project’s primary aims,

we identified the following seven goals and objectives guiding our proposal:

1. Provide learning opportunities for the Millard Learning Centre’s artificial wetland by

providing informational signage

2. Inform a wider audience by contextualizing information/signs for school-aged children

Grades 4-12

3. Promote stewardship and place-based learning opportunities for younger audiences, many of

whom may not have regular access to/knowledge of wetlands and their ecosystems

4. Make learning opportunities at the wetland fun/interactive by providing multi-sensory (e.g.,

tactile, auditory, and visual) signage aimed at different learning strengths (e.g., artistic,

mechanical, kinesthetic)

5. Improve perspective of the learning area (i.e., artificial wetland) by improving accessibility

to/safety near the site through potential construction of an entrance gate with a diverted trail

and viewing platform, thereby preserving wetland conditions by preventing trampling, etc.
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6. Allow for continued knowledge-building following GCA visit by providing other on-site and

post-trip educational opportunities/activities for school instructors and visiting students

7. Create potential for adolescent-driven sign creation at alternative sites at the GCA (e.g., fifth

sign on Tranquility Bluff trail)

Research Questions

In order to better understand the basis of this project’s goals and objectives, we had to

identify why the purpose of this project held importance. To that end, we investigated three

questions that we felt would better support and clarify our goals and objectives for this project.

Below, we attempt to answer these three questions by drawing upon relevant research and

innovative projects.

Why promote ecological educational opportunities to children?

Given that most children in recent times only experience nature in a symbolic or vicarious

way (i.e., through screens or books physically removed from natural sites), opportunities for

direct (unplanned, on-site, exploratory, and self-guided), nature experiences following indirect,

or organized/planned/taught, natural experiences are necessary for promoting ecological

awareness in youth (Khan & Kellert, 2002). While the wetland project would likely begin as

more of an indirect nature learning experience for most school groups visiting the Millard

Learning Centre in that learning will be planned or taught first in a classroom, doing so might

provide opportunities or curiosity for direct and diverse encounters to occur later in the natural

areas surrounding the Learning Centre. Opportunities for cognitive biophilia (Lawrence, 1993, as

cited in Khan & Kellert, 2002), or the learning of nature through symbols and images, will allow
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for increased emotional and intellectual development in the learners in visiting school groups.

Moreover, the six stages of intellectual development and problem-solving using Bloom’s

taxonomy (i.e., knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, evaluation) can be

more effectively fostered when nature encounters are direct (i.e., on site and unplanned). It is

hoped that Kellert’s (1996) ten values of nature, or those that signify how people interact with

the natural world (e.g., moralistically, aesthetically, spiritually…), would also be instilled through

our project. Finally, when children are allowed to experience nature in a direct way, place-based

“roots” form, allowing for deeper connections with those sites that they spend time with.

Why use visual/interactive signage to promote learning/stewardship with younger students? →

Sensory exploration with fun, cartoon-like images paired with knowledge encourage

school-aged children to engage with what they are learning. Using characters or comics in

signage, playing inquiry games (e.g., “Who am I?”), or asking questions using tactile features

such as flip-lid signage to answer them, encourages children’s curiosity. Moreover, outdoor

activities that encourage movement and play while acquiring knowledge foster multi-sensory, or

somatic, awareness. Signage at outdoor sites with activities, as well as post-lesson activities are

an ideal means of supporting a range of sensory learning processes. “Delight, elation, and

affective engagement appear to form a crucible in which the child and later adult shape and mold

an inclination for creativity and discovery” (Khan and Kellert, 2002, p. 127).

Although a sign is only a jumping off point and acts as an indirect teaching opportunity,

its knowledge, if fun and engaging, may foster direct natural exploration at the Millard Learning

Centre later. Furthermore, in modeling knowledge-based ecological signage to visiting school

groups, it is hoped that future signage projects for areas of the Galiano Conservancy (e.g.,

Tranquility Bluff) might be researched and designed by the young learners themselves, as was
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the case in the Kids’ Creek Watershed project, in which interpretative signage for a watershed

was designed completely by visiting students of the Traverse City West Middle School in

Michigan (Nature Change, 2017).

Why use programmed access (e.g., platform structures, diverted trail with entry gate) with
signage around the Learning Centre’s artificial wetland? →

Incorporating accessible structures around wetlands have a vast range of uses such as

encouraging education, safety, and inclusivity. These three factors are vital to the education of

young learners because it can either enhance or limit the learning experience and what may be

retained from the presented information. Installing an accessible structure (e.g., platform) can act

as a focal point for learning while also preventing trampling or damage to the wetland

ecosystem. Structures in environmental areas act as a visual magnet to draw visitors in thus

creating a starting or focal point for learning (California State Parks, 2018). Establishing a

learning point on a man-made structure can also act as a geographical reference so learners may

explore on their own but have a reference to where a safe space is within the designated learning

area. Having a designated learning area also can act as a meeting space in case of an emergency

or a gathering area for post park exploration. Creating accessible structures is essential so all can

participate; for example, some disabled learners may be unable to access some activities and

sites throughout the property. Therefore, creating a structure adjacent to the classroom ensures

that all learners are able to attend and provides equal learning opportunities and the opportunity

to learn in new environments that may have not been accessible previously. As more learners are

able to attend designated educational areas, it also increases the overall awareness of ecological

stewardship throughout the community of learners.
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The current flow of the trail and road leading towards the classroom results in safety and

program access issues. The existing trail diverts into three separate directions leading visitors

either along the road to the kitchen, along the middle path to the washroom, or along the highest

path to the back of the classroom and towards the main entrance. Diverting walking access along

the road and towards a new wetland platform or main entrance trail is essential to ensure safety

and eliminate kitchen disruption upon arrival. Establishing a new trail head along the road to an

arch way that directs traffic away from the road and towards the main entrance path reorganizes

the flow of incoming traffic to better fit the needs of the visiting students while making the

wetland platform a focal point from the entry gate.

Wetland Design

In order to meet a variety of needs and learning experiences, we propose two separate

interactive wetland design experiences. Both designs in their approach focus on implementing an

interactive educational learning experience for young learners but offer a different learning

experience in each design. Both designs also focus on traffic flow and accessibility to increase

interaction with the artificial wetland while providing separate experiences catering to alternative

traffic flow resolutions. Listed below are additional measures to why we offer two different

designs:

● Budget

● Interactive sign location placement

● Building equipment and sources

● Design spillover (Possible damage to the wetland depending on building options)

● Accessibility routes

● Vehicle and visitor access
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Presenting two designs offers different advantages and disadvantages to the wetland

experience. One design focuses largely on visitor movement flow and access to the entirety of

the wetland while the second design offers greater accessibility to the wetland and a central

educational focal point. Offering two designs allows the Millard Learning Center to choose the

best option for their educational and onsite purposes.

Both designs include four educational signs around the wetland including new safety

precautions and path management to create greater traffic flow around the wetland. Each sign

will include the same design, focusing on four specific educational approaches to meet all

student learning abilities. One of each of the four signs will represent a learning ability being

tactile, visual, auditory and kinesthetic.

Introducing a new traffic flow system and entrance will increase safety throughout the

wetland and offer greater accessibility to increase all peoples learning experience. Offering

greater accessibility to all ages will increase ecological stewardship thus promoting

environmental initiatives to the greater community. Currently, the traffic flow towards the

wetland and Millard Learning Center leads visitors onto the road past the wetland and towards

the cook’s kitchen and not the main entrance. Both designs include new traffic flow systems

re-routing visitors towards a new entrance and along the wetland leading towards the main

entrance. Both designs will include a boardwalk along or beside the wetland so all visitors can

access the wetland and educational learning experience. Attached to the wetland in both designs

will include a welcome arch and sidewalk along the road that leads to the Millard Learning

Center. Providing a boardwalk, entrance, sidewalk and signage at the beginning of the wetland

creates a focal point to all visitors upon arrival at the Millard Learning Center directing their

attention immediately towards it.
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Design 1

Design 1 focuses on utilizing the full area of the wetland offering various vantage points

throughout. The design consists of a walkway beginning halfway down the road to the Millard

learning center that greets visitors with a welcome arch. The welcome arch re-routes visitors

away from the road and directly towards the wetland. Once past the arch the path splits into two

directions, either to the left to a lifted platform consisting of one to two interactive educational

signs or to the right looping around the wetland with two other interactive educational signs

posted throughout. The trail around the wetland fully circles the wetland connecting the loop

back to the platform and welcome arch. The trail diverts visitors away from the cook’s area and

around the back side of the Millard Learning Center to the front entrance.
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Advantages of Design 1:

● Various vantage points to view the wetland

● Offers different levels to signage

● Greater space capacity and adventure around the entirety of the wetland

● Diverts visitor’s attention towards the wetland and educational purposes

● Prevents trampling of vegetation with new constructed pathways

● New safety routes removing visitors from walking on the road

Limitations of Design 1:

● New trail head still presents the option of visitors diverting from the path and towards the

cook’s area instead of the main entrance

● Spread out learning area, may be difficult to have a focal learning spot for educators

● Trail head remains close to the road leading towards the Millard Learning Centre

Design 2 (image on following page)

Design 2 focuses on accessibility and visitor flow. There will be a pathway adjacent to

the road leading towards the Millard Learning Centre and a welcome arch. The welcome arch

will be located just off the road and directing visitors towards the wetland. Once through the

arch, there will be a boardwalk and viewing platform on the northern side of the wetland for easy

visitor access. The viewing platform will consist of three to four interactive educational signs.

The boardwalk will continue past the viewing platform, towards and past the washroom to the

main entrance.
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Advantages of Design 2:

● Accessibility for all visitors

● Focal learning point at the platform viewing area - all signage located in one spot

● Directs all visitor traffic towards the main entrance and away from the road - eliminates

the possibility of entering at the cook’s area

● Less annual maintenance and areas that could be affected by construction compared to

Design 1

Limitations of Design 2:

● Greater budget needed to construct the boardwalk

● Limited vantage points to view the wetland compared to Design 1
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Energy Reference Maps

Listed below is the current energy flow map to visitor access and the updated energy flow

for Designs 1 and 2.

Current Energy Flow:

Leads multiple pathways towards the cook’s area and away from the main entrance. Draws little

attention to the wetland and contains no marked paths or signage.

Design 1 Energy Flow (image on the following page):

Presents two options to view the wetland when entering the area but still provides access to the

cook’s area if visitors diverge from the path. The energy flow brings greater attention to the

entirety of the wetland.
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Design 2 Energy Flow:

Eliminates the possibility of entering the cook’s area as the boardwalk leads away from the

kitchen area and towards the main entrance.
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Design recommendations

Moving forward, we recommend using Design 2. Design 2 features a more inclusive

atmosphere with a central learning area. The platform acts as the central learning spot as it

contains all signage making it easier for educators to draw in students' attention. The boardwalk

allows for all students and visitors to view the wetland due to the walk on ramp. The boardwalk

also changes the current energy flow in one direction towards the main entrance of the Millard

Learning Centre instead of in various directions. For these reasons we recommend Design 2.

Signage

Despite the choice of design and whether the signs surround the wetland or remain

together on the platform, we are proposing four signs that would provide knowledge of wetlands,

their features, and their species, but also engage young learners by providing visual, kinesthetic,

auditory, and inquiry-based engagement. While we hope this signage will inform and educate

young learners, we aim to keep the information simple as to best engage younger learners

through sensory interaction; our hope is also that pre-visit or follow-up activities may

accompany this signage. While these four signs are by no means limited, we designed them as

such as we felt the information provided is most relevant to the site. Descriptions of each, as well

as a mock-up for a potential sign design, are provided below (initial sketches of sign designs may

also be found in Appendix E).

Sign 1: “What is a Wetland?”

This sign would introduce children to general wetland characteristics, as well as distinct

types of wetlands (e.g., marsh, swamp, bog) and their features. It also informs young learners
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that wetlands can be created, or artificial, as is the case of the one they would be observing

directly from the platform. Our aim of identifying this wetland as “artificial” is to inform learners

that a human-created wetland may not be any less valuable than a natural one, and that this

practice of creating wetlands may be a necessary one in the future as a means of successfully

hosting/conserving species and helping mitigate effects of climate change.

The design of this sign would include four tactile lift inquiry signs asking learners to identify

the type of wetland they are observing. Although the first three wetlands would not be

representative of the one they are observing onsite, by lifting the signs to find the answer, we

hope they will gain some knowledge of the difference between a marsh, swamp, and bog. We

hope the tactile, guessing-game characteristics of this sign would be fun for active young

learners. Follow-up activities for the learners’ instructors might include a research activity of

other types of wetlands or else, visits to nearby wetlands, perhaps even the other ones on the

GCA property itself. This activity also lends itself well to an activity associated with our next

sign, which introduces wetland species.

Sign 2: “Who Lives Here?”

Our second sign would introduce young learners to the species that a wetland hosts and

attracts. We hope to demonstrate that a diverse array of species can be found in a thriving

wetland ecosystem. This sign would identify three observed species in the wetland – perhaps a

bird, an amphibian, as well as an insect, reptile, or small mammal (the choice of these species

may best be left to the educational coordinator at the GCA, as we did not have the opportunity to

observe distinct species in the wetland during our visit). Our hope is that an auditory component

for these three species could also be included, so that the children may hear what the wetland
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species sound like; we feel this would be an engaging interactive feature accessing a different

sensory element.

This second sign would also serve to introduce at-risk species that the GCA hopes to find

on-site or attract through the creation of the wetland – species that have been observed on the

property in an extremely limited capacity but ones that are hoped to return. During our visit to

the Millard Learning Centre, we learned that both the Northern red-legged frog (Rana aurora)

and the sharp-tailed snake (Contia tenuis) are two such species. We feel this sign would be a

good opportunity to introduce the children to these “missing” (or at-risk) species by asking “Who

doesn’t live here?” Finally, a potential imagination activity, such as “Imagine a day in the life

of…”, in which young learners make guesses at what a particular wetland species might eat,

where they live, what they do, who their friends are, etc., would be a great follow-up

instructional activity to continue building upon knowledge and fostering inquiry of this topic.

Sign 3: “Silly Stumps!”

A third sign would highlight a striking visual feature of the artificial wetland: two very

large stumps that are situated upside-down near the proposed platform area. Given their

proximity to the platform and potential signage area, we felt it beneficial to highlight them as a

learning point. Our third sign would offer a very simple introduction to coarse woody debris

(CWD) and explain its importance in an ecosystem in terms of the habitat it can provide for

animal and plant species. We immediately point out the fact that they are upside-down as means

of getting students to not only question why they may have landed in this position, but also offer

a chance for kinesthetic engagement. Learners might perform yoga postures, headstands, etc.

should space allow for it.  Additionally, on the sign, we also offer two questions to the young
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learners: a.) Who might like to live in CWD like a stump? and b.) How they might design their

own stump home? These questions piggyback well with the previous species sign: instructors

would be allowed to expand upon this with a follow-up art/design activity in the classroom

where students design a stump house for some of the species they have already learned about.

This could be a tactile art activity done with a variety of materials (e.g., modeling clay,

papier-mâché), but with the aim of instilling knowledge of CWD’s importance in an ecosystem

of providing habitat to species.

Sign 4: “What’s in a Landscape?”

Finally, a fourth sign would introduce young learners to plant layers and plant

identification of their surroundings. From the vantage of the far side of the wetland (Design 1) or

the platform itself (Design 2), signage would teach children about tree, shrub, plant, and grass

species, and the layers they create in a landscape (or canopy, midstory, understory, and ground,

respectively). Additionally, from its vantage point, this sign could simultaneously introduce the

learners to one or two plant species within each layer.

This visual inquiry sign could easily lend itself to a diagramming activity in which the

learners sketch or take a photo of a landscape perspective in order to identify what they observe

in the landscape; subsequent activities on plant identification might also lead to a fun and

engaging plant identification scavenger hunt activity around the Millard Learning Centre, in

which learners search for various trees, shrubs, etc. Lastly, for older learners, the practice of

repeat landscape photography in a restoration context could be taught and practiced following

introduction to the signage.
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Signage example:
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Further Considerations and Discussion

Promoting ecological stewardship at the Millard Learning Centre is one of the primary

attributes of the Galiano Conservancy Association, and having had the incredible opportunity to

learn there ourselves, we see great potential in the educational programs visiting learners are

offered there, especially those aimed at younger audiences. That said, while enormous potential

lies at the various sites around the property, making them more relevant for these younger

audiences is paramount for engaging them – especially those that may only be experiencing

nature without any kind of direct experience.

While our project may seem simple in its design, its motivations are rooted in a desire to

offer learners what we ourselves experienced during our week at the Millard Learning Centre,

and it is our hope that a learning area dedicated to younger children, such as the classroom

wetland, might inspire future generations to pursue stewardship and restoration. Considerations

for the budget of platform construction and signage design, volunteer and work efforts (perhaps

towards the building the platform and diverting trails), as well as upkeep and maintenance,

would certainly need to be made should the project move forward. But these costs are small

when weighing them against the potential benefits of a site that not only informs of an important

wetland ecosystem and its species and characteristics, but one that engages as well.
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Appendix A: Photos (the site)

Artificial wetland site (Current accessibility and unofficial entry point from road)

Aerial view of wetland site and Millard Learning Centre classroom:
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Appendix B: Current signage – Millard Learning Centre, GCA property

Text heavy; limited multi-sensory interaction; aimed at adult audiences:
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Outdated/faded signage:
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Appendix C: Site Photos with design proposals

Current closest access point (from road):

Proposed trail/entry gate site - parallel to road (looking south towards focal point of platform
site):
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Proposed trail site - parallel to classroom building (looking east from platform site):

Proposed platform site w/signage (looking westward):
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Proposed platform site (looking south; facing wetland):

Proposed platform site - clearing behind blue barrel (looking eastward):
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Current wetland view from platform site:

Elevated view (desired perspective from platform):
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Appendix D: Interpretative Signage Points (From platform: Design 2)

Sign 1 (front left side of platform facing wetland):  “What’s a wetland?” - Lift/tactile Inquiry
activity)

Sign 2 (front right side of platform facing wetland): “Who lives here?” – A day in the life of…
Imagination activity:
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Sign 3 (right side of platform - facing west): “Silly stumps” – Art or kinesthetic activity:

Sign 4 (left side of platform looking east): “What’s in a Landscape?” Plant Layers, ID,
Scavenger hunt activity:
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Appendix E: Initial Sign Design Sketches

Sign 1: “What is a Wetland?”

Sign 2: “Who Lives Here?”
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Sign 3: “Silly Stumps”

Sign 4: “What’s in a Landscape?”
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